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Quantum Revolution

Act 1 - Scene 1

NARRATOR: Let us go back in history and remember two great physicist: Isaac Newton born in 17th century in England on
Christmas day and Scottish Physicists James Maxwell, born about 90 years after Newton in Edinburgh. The work of these two
great physicists is what we now call ” Classical Physics”. If you look around you, everything you see is a tribute to them – multi
story buildings – flying airplanes – lighted rooms – and how proud we feel about our scientific adventures — we have been to
the moon, send space crafts to other planets, have crashed jets on comets... we have supersonic jets – we have radars– we even
have radars in our car so we can avoid a chasing police man — we owe all this to some of the greatest minds that ever lived on
this earth .....

Besides Newton and Maxwell, there are many other brilliant scientists who were part of this scientific era and we should not
forget them — for example Newton’s work was based on Tycho and his student Kepler – — Tycho was an observer. He took
very precise data on the positions of the planets as observed in the sky and Kepler was a student and assistant of Tycho who
analyzed Tychos data. Their work laid the foundation of Newton’s laws of motion and his universal law of gravity.

James Maxwell, also a great poet – gave us what are now known as Maxwell’s equations. They combined electric field,
magnetic field and also light into one set of equations. Maxwell’s theory was built on other great physicists, – Michael Faraday,
Hertz and Lorentz — just to name a few.

Newtonian physics and Maxwells theories are the two pillars over which stood the entire science that could explain everything
– motion of the planets, sound waves, fluids and also light waves. Physicist at the end of the 19th century believed that they
have conquered the nature and can predict anything – It was the golden age for science.

All was well until scientists looked at radiations coming from solid —- Black body radiations – which involved the interaction
between matter and electromagnetic wave – that is applying both Newton’s theory and Maxwell’s theory simultaneously.
Scientists could not explain the graph of intensity vs wavelength of the radiation.

There was also another puzzle: lot more bizarre than the black body spectrum puzzle – scientists realized that according to
classical physics, atom is unstable... That is classical physics cannot explain our existence –

Suddenly, 200 year old classical theory was challenged !!!! — In-spite of its many many many successes, there were things
that classical theory could not explain..

To set the stage – let us also remember that in the middle of these controversies, a mini revolution was taking place in science.

– Albert Einstein showed that
mass and energy are equivalent, that is E = mc2

time is not absolute
and there is an upper limit to the speed of particles, which is the speed of light... In other words, if an object is moving with
speed of light and you give it little more energy, its speed will not increase –

The scientific world was mesmerized by this Einstein’s theory of relativity – And also his general theory of relativity – a
mathematical piece of magic that hardly anyone could understand. It is hard to believe that a strange looking simple equation is
what is behind GPS — one of the essential commodity of our every day life .

Act 1 - Scene 2

Planck playing Piano ( or listening to some Piano music): Suddenly stops.. Goes to the Black board... Draw black body
curves and highlights the part of the curve predicted by classical theory..and talks to himself loud –

”How can I make this classical black body curve ever increasing Intensity to bend and turn around —-

OK — If only the energy was ”lumpy”, —- and proportional to frequency, let us say E = hf , – And this h is some constant.
— Now I can start varying h —- may be my theory would match black body curve for some value of this constant —

Yes, yes, yes —– I can produce the observed black body curve..., if I choose h = 6.610−24 —- really really tiny
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But E ∝ f does not make sense —- It is absurd —- It contradicts Maxwells theory – a beautiful theory .. where energy
depends upon amplitude, not on frequency... STRANGE.. VERY VERY STRANGE...”

And what is this constant h .. Perhaps it is related to other constants of classical physics... Like speed of light c, Newton’s
gravitational constant G

No, NO, —Does not work... Does not work... I cannot determine h from any constants that we know from classical physics...

Bizarre, really bizarre —- it is shocking, it is absurd — What does it mean ??? ” —–

Act 1 - Scene 3

NARRATOR: Planck presents his paper at a conference...

PLANCK: Ladies and Gentleman —- Black Body radiation has been an open challenge for quite some time —Now — I have
a theory that can explain this curve —– If I assume that the energy emitted by a body is proportional to the frequency of the
radiation — We have a complete agreement with the experiment — That is all for now —-

And after that comes back to his seat and sits down with his hands covering his read and eyes closed..... Some people
commenting

Plancks cavity radiation law is some mathematical formula that happened to fit the data... There is NOTHING more to it,
there is NO meaning that the radiation coming from the cavity has its energy proportional to frequency

Energy depends upon the amplitude of the wave and NOT its frequency.. I do not believe a word on this.. It is just a
coincidence..

Act 1 - Scene 4

NARRATOR: Meeting of Germanys Physical Society 14th Dec. 1900

PLANCK – It is a great honor for me to present Albert Einstein — the founder of theory of Relativity —
big applause from the audience..

EINSTEIN – Thank you Prof Planck for the invitation and opportunity to speak to such a distinguished group of scientists
—- I understand you are expecting me to talk about relativity.. But Sorry gentleman, The title of my talk is —– The Nature and
Constitution of Radiation

This is a very very important problem —– I think everybody should be working on it . —–My work is inspired by Plancks
theory of black body radiation. —— I now strong believe that light has particle nature — Yes, unlike what we know from
Maxwell, what I am proposing is that electromagnetic radiations consists of pockets of energ —- light quanta –they are particle
—photons —-

PLANCK –interrupts : I strongly object to this – We are not ready to give up Maxwells theory that has beautifully explained
almost everything –

EINSTEIN: But Prof Planck, you are stubourn —you are clinging to old ideas that are undoubtedly false.

EINSTEIN –: Have you heard the news from Copenhagen Denmarks brightest physicist Neil Bohr has proposed a new model
of atom:

Both sit down and start reading Boh’s paper

Bohr explain his model.. ( it is like they are listening to Bohr remotely..)

Bohr draws the discrete orbits on the board
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And: here is the fun part: the radiations are emitted from the atom when electron jumps from one orbit to the other –
hf = E1− E2

Both Einstein and Planck are shocked

EINSTEIN – So here are my light quanta..

PLANCK –Very very Puzzling

Act 1 - Scene 4

NARRATOR – Maurice and his younger brother Louis are in Paris

Maurice –( Max Born can be Maurice) and Louis are talking

MAURICE.. Huffing and Puffing — Louis, please, please, please, take a look at the latest experiments by Compton .. it
beautifully confirms particle picture of radiation – Let me explain:
Maurice goes to the board: It is a very simple.. If we assume that light is a particle — a photon, then when we shine light on an
electron, it is like collision of two particles — an electron and photon colliding — In this collision, photon can gain or loose
energy — Its frequency will change as E = hf . This is precisely what Compton’s experiment shows

If light was wave, as Maxwell theory predicts, its frequency cannot change when it shines on electron...

Louis sits down.. closes his eyes His brother waits for a second for him to respond, but Louis is in state of mediation, thinking
deeply – and Maurice leaves..

Louis has a Eureka moment—–bangs on his table —- Talks to himself —

”If Einstein theory of radiation is correct, that means that the radiations can have both particles and wave properties
Now if radiations can have particle character, then particle must also have wave character

He goes to the blackboard and writes down the E = hf

This means f = E/h and —- let us see —- let us see — I think the wave length of the particle has to be related to its
momentum: yes, it should be like λ = h/p ( writes this on the board) ..... , what kind of wave is associated with matter, “ what
is waving”... “ Some mysterious internal periodic process going on inside the particle”...

He comes back to table, sits down : ”let me put all this in my thesis — – yes, yes — my theory can be tested... If electrons
have wave properties, they should show interference —–

NARRATOR: de Broglie’s theory was confirmed...George Paget Thomson, at Univ of Aberdeen in Scotland that electrons
show interference patterns just like were waves. Interestingly, 28 before his father Joseph John Thomson had shown that
electrons were particles when he measured the mass and charge of the electron ( they were called cathode rays at his time ). So
same family: Father says electrons are particles and son argues that electrons are waves.

Act 2 - Scene 1

NARRATOR: Heisenberg has been working under Bohr.

Heisenberg and Pauli Enter..... Both go to blackboard ( different black boards ) and start drawing Bohr orbits...Talk to
themselves loud

Pauli – ”the very idea of electrons going in circular orbits is hangover from classical physics....”

Heisenberg – ”We cannot measure and see these Bohr orbits and therefore, theory cannot be based on that... We should
dispense with any concept such as orbits that cannot be directly measured...”

What can be measured, he asks himself. We know that we can measure radiations emitted and absorbed by H-atoms that
result from quantum jumps, made by electrons changing their orbits in atoms. So we should turn our attention on the testable
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part of the atom, namely the spectral lines, emitted or absorbed...

Heisenberg starts writing matrices on blackboard. Talks to himself –each entry in the matrix is associated with the atomic
transition where electron jumps between two levels.

Pauli: sitting on his desk and writing: Talks to himself

How wonderful.. After 40 pages of equations I see Bohr energy levels — what a magicHeisenberg matrix theory gives the
same energy levels as the Bohr model..

Act 2 - Scene 2

Schrodinger is on vacation, sitting on a beach chair relaxing and reading de Broglies Ph.D thesis.... He suddenly gets very
agitated...

Shouting — ” I think I know how to generalize de Broglies theory—- Particle act like wave and have to be described by a
wave function Ψ—– the equation satisfied by Ψ must be something like this —

He writes his equation

i~∂tΨ = − ~2

2m
∂2xΨ + VΨ (1)

Yes, I can solve the equation —- Of of, I can see Bohr energy relations —- what a magic ——.

However, my theory applies only to H atom because I do not know how to describe two or more electrons using wave
functions. ”

NARRATOR – In 1925, There was no proper quantum theory. In 1926, there were two quantum theories – Heisenberg theory
and Schrodinger theory. Both predicted same energy levels for H-atom that were predicted by Bohr and has been verified
experimentally.

Act 3 - Final Scene

NARRATOR: Celebration of Quantum Revolution. All scientists gather to answer questions from the general public

Session CHAIRMAN — Welcome to the quantum world — Thank you all for coming here to celebrate the conclusion of this
great Scientific revolution – a revolution that started with Planck.

Yes it has transformed the science in a way that has not happened since Newtons time and so we are entering a new era, a
very very very exciting time for us —

Last twenty five years have been one of the most inspiring periods of scientific evolution – This quarter-century has had many
revolutionaries of extraordinary brilliance and imagination . Today, we are honored to have these pioneers in this Hall. They
have graciously agreed to talk to all of you and answer your questions.

Ladies and Gentleman, I present to you Planck and Einstein who are Haydn and Mozart in our quantum world– Neils Bohr,
De Broglie, who kicked of the quantum mechanics, Schrodinger, Heisenberg the Founders of Quantum Mechanics and Max
Born who brought meaning to abstract ideas of Schrodinger and Heisenberg and finally Pauli who explained the periodic table —

Scientists enter and there is a big applause.. Everyone is raising hands –

CHAIRMAN – I think I see lot of excitement in the room and we are ready for questions. Let us begin with this gentleman,
points to one of the audience..

(Q0) My question is for for Prof. Bohr: Prof Bohr, what made you propose this strange idea that electrons occupy only
certain discrete orbits???
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(A0) Well you see this earth, planets — this universe, they have been around for millions of years –

I am here, you are here – that means that atoms are stable. Therefore, the classical physics that predicts that atom is unstable
cannot be right Just us face it.. That is what it is.. we have to abandon Newtonian physics.. And now we have this beautiful
spectrum from H-atom , showing discrete lines, That is very special color or frequencies are emitted by the H-atom. ( goes to
the board and explains it ) So I just made up a model that will demand that atom is stable and emits only few special colors..That
is it. Call it a magic or my good luck, my predictions agreed with the experimental datawhich is the ultimate test of the theory..

Applause..

CHAIRMAN –,thank you Prof Bohr for such a nice explanation of your revolutionary theory – Let us move on to the next
question

(Q1) Prof. de-Broglie, I have a question of you –

I am really puzzled by your wave-particle duality – My question is: What made you propose that a particle should be
associated with wave length and frequency and a wave should have momentum ??

(A1) It was a sudden wakening call or you may call my Eureka moment

I have been puzzled by Einsteins theory that says energy associated with light depends upon its color or saying another way,
energy of a wave depends upon its frequency So with every frequency, there is a pocket of energy.. Pocket of energy implies
that wave is really a particle So , if wave acts like particle, particle must act like wave There is really no difference between
electron and a photon, Both are pockets of energy and E = hf , implies that with every pocket of energy there is a frequency..
that is, it acts like a wave In summary, nature is very very simple – at deep fundamental level, there is absolutely NO distinction
between particles and waves.

Everyone claps

CHAIRMAN –Thanks Prof. de Broglie..and says, let us move on to the next Question, points towards a next hand ..

(Q2) I have a question for Prof Schrodinger —

Could you please write down your equation on the board and explain every term and their significance

(A2) Schrodinger: Yes perfect way to begin writes his equation on the board..

• The first thing you notice is this ”i” — something you have NEVER NEVER seen in classical physics. This ”i” is a
complex number: if you square it, you get (-1). As you know, there are two kinds of real numbers: positive and negative.
if you multiple a number by itself, positive and negative number, you always get a positive number.. i is a weird kind of
number, called imaginary number, if you square it, you get negative number. Such numbers are not physical in the sense
that you cannot identify any actual thing with that number. So this ”i” already tells you that my equation is ”nutty” — is
is weird — de Broglie waves are not waves like sound or electromagnetic, but some thing very very very different.

• ~ : This is a constant, I should say, it is the heart and soul of quantum physics. Every quantum equation has ~, it does not
exist in classical physics. We owe it to Prof Planck who found that quantum effects require a new constant. It can not be
expressed in terms of constants we know from Newtonian science or Maxwells theory like speed of light, gravitational
constant.

Let me tell you something: the day someone discovers a new physical constant, we will have another revolution

If we set ~ to zero, one gets classical result, like Heisenberg uncertainty principle will give zero uncertainty if ~ = 0.

• The m is the pass of the particle for which I am writing the equation.

• The time derivative in the equation tells you how de Broglie wave, or what may be called matter wave, changes with time
– Similarly, space derivative tell us how quantum wave changes at different points in space
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• Now let me get to the most important thing, the Ψ, the wave function — which has to be complex, due to this ”i” that
I mentioned few minutes ago — You know, when I wrote my equation, I had NO clue what Psi is supposed to mean
Absolutely NONE —Thanks to Max Born, we now have the physical meaning of Ψ. and also The physical meaning of
the whole equation –

So why don’t we have Max Bohr explain this discovery. Points towards Max Born

Born comes at the center and start talking
BORN – In Schrodinger theory, Ψ was a a complex quantity We do not know what kind Of wave function it is and what kind
of wave is associated with particles such as electrons But if you square it ( called modulus square for complex number), it tells
the probability.. Let me give an example.. goes to the board.. and draws some waves and points out what it means in terms of
probability....

For example, if you put an electron in a box, there are only few possibilities about the relation between the size of the box and
the wave length:

“ Draws half-wave, full wave etc ...”
And by the way, the Bohr orbits implies only those orbits are allowed if integer number of wave lengths fit into it.

I hope that clarifies

Every one claps

CHAIRMAN –Thank you Prof Schrodinger and Prof Born.. Next question..

(Q3)I have a question for Prof Heisenberg. I understand that yours and Prof Schrodinger theory are very very different, but
they give same answer, can you explain your theory –

(A3) Since Schrodinger theory has some resemblance to a wave equation, it is somewhat easier to understand Mine is more
abstract But let me give you a visual picture of my theory —

Goes to the blackboard and draws a matrix, and explain what the if you look at say 2nd row and Ist column, it gives you the
probability to jump from 2nd orbit to the first orbit. So the theory is formulated in terms of matrices —

(Q3 continued) The person suddenly jumps in.. Alright I understand that matrices are the key characters in your theory How
do we understand the origin of your uncertainty principle.. Do matrices have something to do with it..

(A3 continued): Now that is a brilliant question You see, in my theory, position, momentum everything is a matrix; Now
unlike two numbers A and B which commute, that AB = BA, if A and B are matrices, they do not – That is A× B is not equal
to B ×A. This means that my position and momentum are not ordinary quantitiesand that is what leads to uncertainty principle
I hope you get the idea

Clapping

CHAIRMAN –thanks – this is just beautiful. We are now beginning to see why Quantum science is so weird – In Schrodinger
theory, It is due to probability description, in Heisenberg theory, every thing is given by matrices, which do not commute –
What is so magical here is that two theories give same answer, for example for quantized energy of the H-atom

Next question please

(Q4) My question is for Prof Einstein:

Could you tell us why you still quite skeptical about quantum theory In-spite of its many success like energy spectrum of
H-atom, you are refusing to endorse the quantum theory.. Why ???

(A4) EINSTEIN —I do not believe that god is playing a dice.. Now you have heard of two-hole experiment. which hole
electron goes through.. The fact that the hole through which electron goes is determined by the rolling of the dice, does not
appeal to me.. I want to believe that moon is always there whether I look at it or not..But in this two-hole expt, if I try to look at
the electron, it changes everything.. That is absurd There must be some way of knowing.. some hidden variables I am working
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on the theory of hidden variables And you may have heard of my EPR paradox —

BOHR – Interrupts: But Mr. Einstein, there is no point in worrying about things we cannot measure

Heisenberg joins: that is precisely the point: I do not care whether Bohr orbits exist or not.. , since there is NO way of
measuring or seeing them.. So the theory should not be build on these classical pillars

Schrodinger Jumps in: I am sorry but I do not agree you with gentleman You Know my Cat experiment How do you explain the
possibility that cat can exist in a state that is 50 percent alive and 50 percent dead I do not buy the idea that nature is unpredictable

Planck jumps in: I am not completely ready to give up Maxwells theory and say that light is particle —

Every one starts shouting But Prof Planck, Prof Planck.... You are so stubborn — why are you clinging to classical ideas that
have now proven to be wrong...

CHAIRMAN – So here you see ladies and gentleman. we need another revolution
Thank you all for coming and also thanks to my distinguished guests..

Curtain falls


